Establishing a high-throughput and automated cancer cell proliferation panel for oncology lead optimization.
Tumor cell proliferation assays are widely used for oncology drug discovery, including target validation, lead compound identification, and optimization, as well as determination of compound off-target activities. Taking advantage of robotic systems to maintain cell culture and perform cell proliferation assays would greatly increase productivity and efficiency. Here we describe the establishment of automated systems for high-throughput cell proliferation assays in a panel of 13 human tumor cell lines. These cell lines were selected from various types of human tumors containing a broad range of well-characterized mutations in multiple cellular signaling pathways. Standard procedures for cell culture and assay performance were developed and optimized in each cell line. Moreover, in-house developed software (i.e., Toolset, Curvemaster, and Biobars) was applied to analyze the data and generate data reports. Using tool compounds, we have shown that results obtained through this panel exhibit high reproducibility over a long period. Furthermore, we have demonstrated that this panel can be used to identify sensitive and insensitive cell lines for specific cancer targets, to drive cellular structure-activity relationships, and to profile compound off-target activities. All those efforts are important for cancer drug discovery lead optimization.